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Alan Arkin 
'The Creative Impulse and the Search for Sell" 

Born in Brooklyn, Alan Arkin launched his career with lhe celebrated improvisa-
tional revue, Second Cily. This led Jo his co·S1arring role in Carl Reiner's Enter laughing 
on Broadway, for which he received 1he Tony Award 

The salute was justified in the years that followed as Arkin extended his talents 
in the classic terror film. Wait Until Dark, the black comedy of Catch 22, and the 
lender story The Heart is a Lonely Hun/er, which brought him d second Oscar nomina-
tion Even after becoming a star of the f1r.;I magnitude, Arkin declined roles that smacked 
of repetition in favor of artistic challenge There was the sensitive Popi. the madcap 
Freebie and The Bean, plus Rafferty and The Cold Dust Twins. and the nostalgic Hearrs 
Of The West 

At the same time, he was turning his talent toward direci1ng stage productions and 
films. He did The Sunshine Boys on Broadwdy and Little Murders Off-Broadway, the 
latter winning both the Obie and the Outer Circle Critics awards. His first Off-Broadway 
play, Eh, introduced a new star, Dustin Hoffman, and his Joan of Lorraine starred his 
wife. actress Barbara Dana. 

Behind the cameras. he directed two shorts that he also wrote, TCIF. and People 
Soup, the !alter receiving an Academy Award nomination He also directed the film 
version of Little Murders starring Ellio!1 Could 

For television. Arkin has directed an odaptation ol the Broadway play, T.vigs. starr· 
ing Carol Burnett, plus a half-hour comedy pilot, Fay, for his friend lee Grant His 
more recent television projecis include Defection of Simas Kudirka, The Next Howl• 
mg Wind. and the acclaimed Escape from Soblbor 

When no! occupied as an actor or director. Arkin Is likely lo devo1e his Um€ to 
music or writing. He has composed more than 100 songs, had children's books publish· 
ed by Harper and Row. and numerous publications have used his photographs. His 
musical interests extend to playing the piano, guitar. and vibraphone 

A private person, he makes his home in upstate New York where he avoids the 
gli!1er of the film world. After his early years in New York, he went west and attended 
Los Angeles City College He was awarded a drama scholarship lo Benning1on, but 
his formal education ended when he joined a folk singing group in New York. This 
led to the Second City engagements and stardom. Arkin and his wife have one child, 
Tony, and two other sons, Adam and Matthew. from his previous marriage. 
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